
Plan for 4th lecture
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This lecture will focus on 

parton showers and Monte Carlo methods

matching parton showers and fixed order calculations

jets



Parton shower & Monte Carlo methods

today at the frontier of NLO calculations are processes with 4 or 5 
particles in the final state. Difficult to expect much more in the coming 
years. However, typical LHC processes have much larger multiplicity

we have also seen that large logarithms can spoil the convergence of 
PT, NLO results become unreliable

now we adopt a different approach: we seek for an approximate result 
such that soft and collinear enhanced terms are taken into account to 
all orders

this will lead to a  ‘parton shower’ picture, which can be implemented 
in computer simulations, usually called Monte Carlo programs or 
event generators 

Monte Carlos enter any experimental study at current colliders
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Parton shower & Monte Carlo methods
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rather than aiming at an exact, fixed order result, parton showers 
describe multiple radiation in the soft-collinear approximation

they are based on a probabilistic picture

the probability for emitting a gluon above kt can be computed in 
perturbation theory

however want to shower to emit also from previously emitted gluons



Parton shower & Monte Carlo methods
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the probability for emitting a gluon above kt is given by

useful to look at the probability of not emitting a gluon 

P (no emission above kt) ∼ 1− 2αsCF

π

�
dE

E

�
dθ

θ
Θ(Eθ − kt)

P (emission above kt) ∼
2αsCF

π

�
dE

E

�
dθ

θ
Θ(Eθ − kt)

NB: based on soft-collinear approximation

the probability of nothing happening to all orders is the exponential of 
the first order result -- this is called Sudakov form factor 

∆(kt, Q) ∼ exp

�
−2αsCF

π

�
dE

E

�
dθ

θ
Θ(Eθ − kt)

�

Done properly: αs in the integration and use full splitting function



First branching
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2. Generate momentum fraction z = x2/x1 with Prob. ∼ αs

2π
P (z)

� x2/x1

�
dz

αs

2π
P (z) = r�

� 1−�

�
dz

αs

2π
P (z)

   ε: IR cut-off for resolvable branching 

3. Azimuthal angles: generated uniformly in (0,2π) (or taking into account       
   polarization correlations)

Then the probability for emitting a gluon satisfies 
dP

dkt1
=

d∆(kt1, Q)
dkt1

1. generate the emission by generating a flat random number r1 and 
solving r1 = Δ(kt1,Q)  



Multiple branchings
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once a gluon is emitted work out a Sudakov from a qqg system  

solve the equation for radiating a second gluon with kt2 < kt1 
from the qqg system using solving r2 = Δ(kt2,kt1)

iterate till kt,n+1 < Q0 where Q0 is a cut-off of the Monte Carlo 

the emissions k1 ... kn are the parton-shower event

in this example kt is called ordering variable. Parton showers use 
angle, virtuality or transverse momentum as ordering variable



Angular ordering

When a soft gluon is radiated from a (pipj) dipole one gets a universal 
eikonal factor 

ωij =
pipj

pik pjk
=

1− vivj cos θij

ω2
k(1− vi cos θik)(1− vj cos θjk)

Massless emitting lines vi=vj=1, then 

ωij = ω[i]
ij + ω[j]

ij ω[i]
ij =

1
2

�
ωij +

1
1− cos θik

− 1
1− cos θjk

�

� 2π

0

dφ

2π
ω[i]

ij =
� 1

ω2
k(1−cos θik)

0
θik < θij

θik > θij

Angular ordering

This function has remarkable property of angular ordering. Write angular
integration in polar coordinates w.r.t. direction of i, d! = d cos !iq d"iq . Performing

azimuthal integration, we find

Z 2!

0

d"iq

2#
W i

ij =
1

1 ! cos !iq
if !iq < !ij , otherwise 0.

i

j

Thus, after azimuthal averaging, contribution from W i
ij is confined to

cone, centred on direction of i, extending in angle to direction of j. Sim-

ilarly, W j
ij , averaged over "jq , is confined to cone centred on line j ex-

tending to direction of i.

Quantum Chromodynamics at the LHCLecture I: Proton structure and Parton Showers – p.49/58

Proof: see e.g. QCD and collider physics, Ellis, Stirling, Webber
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Angular ordering & coherence
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A. O. is a manifestation of coherence of radiation in gauge theories 

In QED 
suppression of soft bremsstrahlung from an e+e- pair (Chudakov effect)  
At large angles the e+e- pair is seen coherently as a system without total 
charge ⇒ radiation is suppressed 

e+

e+

e−

e−

Herwig use the angle as an evolution variable, therefore has coherence 
built in. Other PS force angular ordering in the evolution.



An example with Herwig
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Select the initial state, e.g. pp collisiosn at 14 TeV



An example with Herwig
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Select the hard process of interest, e.g. Z+ jet production 



An example with Herwig
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Then Herwig dresses the process for you, both with initial state and 
final state shower 

Add hadronization + U.E. then perform your desired physics study



Available Monte Carlos
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Standard Monte Carlo:
[Ariadne, Pythia, Herwig, Isajet ...]   

• hard (2→2) scattering

• parton shower 

• hadronization model + underlying event model [we will not 

discuss this]

❖ Different Monte Carlos differ in the ordering variable of the shower 

(e.g. angle Herwig, transverse momentum Ariadne and Pythia (new), 

virtuality Pythia (old)),  in U.E. model, in the hadronization model 

❖ Comparison between different MC is often the only way to estimate  

uncertainties
All fail to describe high multiplicity final states



Monte Carlos vs data
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Example: 
five-jet resolution parameter y45

• Agreement over 3 orders of 
magnitudes for a variable that 
describes a multi-jet final state

• Surprising since MCs rely on the 
soft-collinear approximation + a 
model for hadronization

• Note however that MCs have 
been tuned to LEP data



Accuracy of Monte Carlos

Formally, Monte Carlos are Leading Logarithmic (LL) showers
• because they don’t include any higher order corrections to the 1→2 

splitting
• because they don’t have any 1→3 splittings
• .... 

However, they fare better than analytic Leading Log calculations, because

• they have energy conservation (NLO effect) implemented 

• they have coherence

• they have optimized choices for the coupling

• they provide an exclusive description of the final state  

So, despite not guaranteeing NLL accuracy, they fare better than LL 
analytic calculations 

The real issue is that we are not able to estimate the uncertainty 
14



NLO + parton shower
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Two working examples: 

Combine best features: 
Get correct rates (NLO) and hadron-level description of events (PS) 
Difficult because need to avoid double counting 

‣MC@NLO  ‣POWHEG (POWHEG-BOX)
Frixione&Webber ’02 and later refs.

Other progress: shower with quantum interference [Nagy, Soper], Geneve (SCET) [Bauer 
et al.], Vincia (antenna factorization) [Giele et al.], Dipole factorization [Schumann]

Nason ’04 and later refs.

Processes implemented:

- W/Z boson production
- WW, WZ, ZZ production
- inclusive Higgs production
- heavy quark production

- single-top
- dijets
- W+W+ + dijets ...
-  .... 



MC@NLO

‣ H1,2 denote nucleon and antinucleon

‣ The “Spin” indicates whether spin 
correlations in vector boson fusion 
or top decays are included (✓), 
neglected (✕) or absent (void entry)

‣ The values of IV, IL, IL1, and IL2 
control the identities of vector 
bosons and leptons

IPROC IV IL1 IL2 Spin Process

–1350–IL ! H1H2 ! (Z/!! !)lIL l̄IL + X

–1360–IL ! H1H2 ! (Z !)lIL l̄IL + X

–1370–IL ! H1H2 ! (!! !)lIL l̄IL + X

–1460–IL ! H1H2 ! (W+ !)l+IL"IL + X

–1470–IL ! H1H2 ! (W" !)l"IL"̄IL + X

–1396 " H1H2 ! !!(!
!

i fif̄i) + X

–1397 " H1H2 ! Z0 + X

–1497 " H1H2 ! W+ + X

–1498 " H1H2 ! W" + X

–1600–ID H1H2 ! H0 + X

–1705 H1H2 ! bb̄ + X

–1706 7 7 " H1H2 ! tt̄ + X

–2000–IC 7 " H1H2 ! t/t̄ + X

–2001–IC 7 " H1H2 ! t̄ + X

–2004–IC 7 " H1H2 ! t + X

–2030 7 7 " H1H2 ! tW"/t̄W+ + X

–2031 7 7 " H1H2 ! t̄W+ + X

–2034 7 7 " H1H2 ! tW" + X

–2600–ID 1 7 " H1H2 ! H0W+ + X

–2600–ID 1 i ! H1H2 ! H0(W+ !)l+i "i + X

–2600–ID -1 7 " H1H2 ! H0W" + X

–2600–ID -1 i ! H1H2 ! H0(W" !)l"i "̄i + X

–2700–ID 0 7 " H1H2 ! H0Z + X

–2700–ID 0 i ! H1H2 ! H0(Z !)li l̄i + X

–2850 7 7 " H1H2 ! W+W" + X

–2860 7 7 " H1H2 ! Z0Z0 + X

–2870 7 7 " H1H2 ! W+Z0 + X

–2880 7 7 " H1H2 ! W"Z0 + X

Table 1: Some of the processes implemented in MC@NLO 3.4 (see also table 2). H1,2 represent
nucleons or antinucleons. H0 denotes the Standard Model Higgs boson and the value of ID controls
its decay, as described in the HERWIG manual and in the text. The values of IV, IL, IL1, and IL2

control the identities of vector bosons and leptons, as described in the text. In single-t production,
the value of IC controls the production processes (s- and/or t-channel), as described in the text.
For more details on Wt production, see sect. 3.4. IPROC–10000 generates the same processes as
IPROC, but eliminates the underlying event. A void entry indicates that the corresponding variable
is unused. The ‘Spin’ column indicates whether spin correlations in vector boson or top decays are
included (!), neglected (") or absent (void entry); when included, spin correlations are obtained
by direct integration of the relevant NLO matrix elements. Spin correlations in Higgs decays to
vector boson pairs (e.g. H0 ! W+W! ! l+"l!"̄) are included in HERWIG versions 6.520 and
higher.

– 4 –

IPROC IV IL1 IL2 Spin Process

–1706 i j ! H1H2 ! (t !)bkfif !
i(t̄ !)b̄lfjf !

j + X

–2000–IC i ! H1H2 ! (t !)bkfif !
i/(t̄ !)b̄kfif !

i + X

–2001–IC i ! H1H2 ! (t̄ !)b̄kfif !
i + X

–2004–IC i ! H1H2 ! (t !)bkfif !
i + X

–2030 i j ! H1H2 ! (t !)bkfif !
i(W

" !)fjf !
j/

(t̄ !)b̄kfif !
i(W

+ !)fjf !
j + X

–2031 i j ! H1H2 ! (t̄ !)b̄kfif !
i(W

+ !)fjf !
j + X

–2034 i j ! H1H2 ! (t !)bkfif !
i(W

" !)fjf !
j + X

–2850 i j ! H1H2 ! (W+ !)l+i !i(W" !)l"j !̄j + X

Table 2: Some of the processes implemented in MC@NLO 3.4 (see also table 1). H1,2 represent
nucleons or antinucleons. For more details on Wt production, see sect. 3.4. Spin correlations for
the processes in this table are implemented according to the method presented in ref. [20]. b! (b̄!)
can either denote a b (anti)quark or a generic down-type (anti)quark. f! and f !

! can denote a
(anti)lepton or an (anti)quark. See sects. 3.3 and 3.5 for fuller details.

In the case of vector boson pair production, the process codes are the negative of those

adopted in MC@NLO 1.0 (for which the Les Houches interface was not yet available),

rather than those of standard HERWIG.

Furthermore, in the case of tt̄, single-t, H0W±, H0Z and W+W" production, the value

of IPROC alone may not be su!cient to fully determine the process type (including decay

products), and variables IV, IL1, and IL2 are also needed (see tables 1 and 2). In the case

of top decays (and of the decay of the hard W in Wt production), the variables IL1 and

IL2 have a more extended range of values than that of the variable IL, which is relevant to

lepton pair production and to which they are analogous (notice, however, that in the latter

case IL is not an independent variable, and its value is included via IPROC). In addition,

IL!=7 implies that spin correlations for the decay products of the corresponding particle

are not taken into account, as indicated in table 1. More details are given in sect. 3.5.

Apart from the above di"erences, MC@NLO and HERWIG behave in exactly the same

way. Thus, the available user’s analysis routines can be used in the case of MC@NLO.

One should recall, however, that MC@NLO always generates some events with negative

weights (see refs. [1]); therefore, the correct distributions are obtained by summing weights

with their signs (i.e., the absolute values of the weights must NOT be used when filling the

histograms).

With such a structure, it is natural to create two separate executables, which we

improperly denote as NLO and MC. The former has the sole scope of creating the event

file; the latter is just HERWIG, augmented by the capability of reading the event file.

1.3 Package files

The package consists of the following files:

• Shell utilities

MCatNLO.Script

– 5 –
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MC@NLO: W+W- production (LHC)

HERWIG

W+

W−

d

u

u

+  

parton shower

Herwig too soft in 
the high-pt region
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NLO

W+

W−

d

u

u

g

MC@NLO: W+W- production (LHC)

NLO divergent 
in the soft region
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MC@NLO

W+

W−

d

u

u

g

+  

parton shower

W+

W−

d

u

u

g

MC@NLO: W+W- production (LHC)

MC@NLO correctly interpolates 
between the two regimes
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Jets: before 2006

Cones are IR 
unsafe!

IR unsafety affects jet 
cross-sections by less 
than 1%, so don’t need 

to care!

Jet area not well 
defined in kt: U.E. and 
pile-up subtraction too 

difficult!

kt collects too 
much soft 
radiation! 

The Cone 
is too 
rigid!

After all, if D=1.35 R 
Cone and kt are 

practically the same 
thing....

Cones have a 
well-defined 
circular area!

What 
about dark 
towers??

20



Where do jets enter ?

Essentially everywhere at colliders!

Jets are an essential tool for a variety of studies:

top reconstruction 

mass measurements

most Higgs and NP searches 

instrumental for QCD studies, e.g. inclusive-jet measurements 
⇒ important input for PDF determinations 

general tool to attribute structure to an event

21



Jets

Jets provide a way of projecting away the multiparticle dynamics of an 
event ⇒ leave a simple quasi-partonic picture of the hard scattering

The projection is fundamentally ambiguous ⇒ jet physics is a rich subject
Phenomenology: lecture 4 (75/101)

Understanding jets Understanding jets

Previous lecture

Divergent matrix element for
emission of soft and collinear
gluons.

‘Good’ observables are
insensitive to this — infrared
and collinear safe.

But complex event structure is
still present (and must be
understood for many practical
uses of QCD).

This lecture

Try to see how event structure builds up.

See when that information is relevant

Phenomenology: lecture 4 (75/101)

Understanding jets Understanding jets

Previous lecture

Divergent matrix element for
emission of soft and collinear
gluons.

‘Good’ observables are
insensitive to this — infrared
and collinear safe.

But complex event structure is
still present (and must be
understood for many practical
uses of QCD).

This lecture

Try to see how event structure builds up.

See when that information is relevantAmbiguities: 
1) Which particles should belong to a same jet ?
2) How does recombine the particle momenta to give the jet-momentum? 

22



Jet developments

Jet progress, G. Salam (p. 3)

Introduction Jet Definition History

! Periodic key developments in jet definitions spurred by
ever-increasing experimental sophistication.

! Approach of LHC provides motivation for taking a new,
fresh, systematic look at jets.

! This talk: some of the discoveries along the way

 1975  1980  1985  1990  1995  2000  2005

Tev Run II wkshp
(midpoint cone)Sterman

Weinberg

UA1+2 cones

Jade, seq. rec.
Snowmass (cone)

kt
Cambridge

Aachen

Definitions shown are those with widest exptl. impact

NB: also ARCLUS, OJF, . . .

fast-kt, SISCone, anti-kt, 
jet-areas, jet-flavour, non-

perturbative effects, 
quality measures, jet-

substructure ... 
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Two broad classes of jet algorithms

Cone type
(UA1,JetCLU, Midpoint, 

SISCone..)

Sequential
 (kt-type, Jade, Cambridge/

Aachen...)
⤷⤶

top down approach:
cluster particles according to 
distance in coordinate-space
Idea: put cones along dominant 
direction of energy flow 

bottom up approach: cluster 
particles according to distance 
in momentum-space
Idea: undo branchings occurred 
in the PT evolution

Jet algorithms

Today many extensions of the original Sterman-Weinberg jets. 
Modern jet-algorithms divided into two broad classes

24



Jet requirements

(7) = -m(tanti/Z))) and azimuth (4) (CDF, UAI, DO, UA2). B is the polar 

angle with respect to the beamline. The (~,c5) metric has the virtue of tak- 

ing into account the Lorentz boosts of jet systems, and is an integral part of 

most new calorimeter designs [5] [6]. 

Several important properties that should be met by a jet definition are 

[31: 

1. Simple to implement in an experimental analysis; 

2. Simple to implement in the theoretical calculation; 

3. Defined at any order of perturbation theory; 

4. Yields finite cross section at any order of perturbation theory; 

5. Yields a cross section that is relatively insensitive to hadronization. 

We have studied various jet cluster definitions and have reached an agree- 

ment on a standard definition. As a starting point for experimental data, it is 

assumed that a cluster of energy has been identified in a segmented calorime- 

ter. The theoretical starting point is that partons have been identified with 

some separation in the 7 - 4 metric. 

We propose to use a standard jet definition using cones in n-4 space. This 

has the advantage that it is related to the prescription for handling radiation 

in QCD introduced by Sterman and Weinberg [7]. The cone algorithms in 

pp collisions were first explored by the UAl collaboration [S]. This technique 

is to be contrasted to nearest neighbor algorithms where clusters are formed 

from contiguous towers above some energy threshold. Clusters are defined ss 

separate if some local minimum can be found between peaks of energy [9]. 

A cone of a radius R. is used to define the energy associated with the jet. 

Calorimeter cells or partons have a distance from the jet center defined by the 

radius R G (+i - &.)s + (vi - q,,)‘, where 4. and 71~ represent the center of 

the cone and 4i and vi are the coordinates of the parton or the center of the 

calorimeter tower. Either partons or the energy found in calorimeter towers 

are associated with the jet if they lie inside the cone, that is, R 5 R,,. 

There is no precise guidance for the choice of the value of R., but studies 

involving the simulation of jet fragmentation at transverse energies in excess 

of 20 GeV indicate that values between 0.4 and 1.0 yield results where the 
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Snowmass accord 

Other desirable properties: 

- flexibility 
- few parameters
- fast algorithms
- transparency
- ...
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Inclusive kt/Durham-algorithm
Catani et. al ’92-’93; Ellis&Soper ’93

26

diB = k2
ti

2. For each particle i define a distance with respect to the beam 

1. For any pair of final state particles i,j define the distance 

dij =
∆y2

ij + ∆φ2
ij

R2
min{k2

ti, k
2
tj}

Inclusive algorithm:

3. Find the smallest distance. If it is a dij recombine i and j into a new 
particle (⇒ recombination scheme); if it is diB declare i to be a jet and 
remove it from the list of particles 

NB: if                                    then partons (ij) are 
always recombined, so R sets the minimal interjet angle   

∆Rij ≡ ∆y2
ij + ∆φ2

ij < R

4. repeat the procedure until no particles are left 



Exclusive kt/Durham-algorithm
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Exclusive version:  run the inclusive algorithm but stop when either 

• all dij, diB > dcut or 

• when reaching the desired number of jets n

Inclusive algorithm gives a variable number of jets per event, according to 
the specific event topology  



 kt/Durham-algorithm in e+e-

kt originally designed in e+e- , most 
widely used algorithm in e+e- (LEP)

Théorie des jets (p. 14)

Mainstream jet algorithms

Sequential recombination
kt/Durham algorithm features

! Gives hierarchy to event and jets
Event can be specified

by y23, y34, y45.

! Resolution parameter related to
minimal transverse momentum
between jets

Most widely-used jet algorithm in e+e!

! Collinear safe: collinear particles recombined early on

! Infrared safe: soft particles have no impact on rest of clustering seq.

• can classify events using y23, y34, 
y45, y56 ...

• resolution parameter related to 
minimum transverse momentum 
between jets

yij = 2min{E2
i , E2

j }
�
1− cos θ2

ij

�

1. Collinear safe: collinear particles recombine early on 
2. Infrared safe: soft particles do not influence the clustering sequence

⇒	 collinear + infrared safety important: it means that cross-sections can be 
computed at higher order in pQCD (no divergences)! 

Satisfies fundamental requirements:  

28



The CA and the anti-kt algorithm
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The Cambridge/Aachen: sequential algorithm like kt, but uses only 

angular properties to define the distance parameters 

∆R2
ij = (φi − φj)2 + (yi − yj)2dij =

∆R2
ij

R2
diB = 1

Dotshitzer et. al ’97; Wobisch &Wengler ’99

The anti-kt algorithm: designed not to recombine soft particles together 

dij = min{1/k2
ti, 1/k2

tj}∆R2
ij/R2 diB = 1/k2

ti

Cacciari, Salam, Soyez ’08

anti-kt is the default algorithm for ATLAS and CMS



Recombination schemes in e+e-

Given two massless momenta pi and pj how does one recombine 

them to build pij ? Several choices are possible. 

Most common ones:

1.E-scheme

2.E0-scheme

3.P0-scheme

E0/P0-schemes give massless jets, along with the idea that the hard 

parton underlying the jet is massless 

pij = pi + pj

�pij = �pi + �pj

Eij = Ei + Ej

Eij = |�pij |

�pij =
Eij

|�pi + �pj | (�pi + �pj)

E-scheme give massive jets. Most used in recent analysis. 
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Recombination schemes in hh

Most common schemes:

• E-scheme (as in e+e-)

• pt, pt2, Et, Et2 schemes

- first preprocessing, i.e.  make particles massless, rescaling the 3-
momentum in the Et, Et2 schemes or the energy in the pt, pt2 schemes

- then define

where the weights wi are pti for the pt, Et schemes and pti2 for the pt2 
and Et2 schemes

NB:  a jet-algorithm is fully specified only once all parameters and the
       recombination scheme is specified too 

pt,ij = pt,i + pt,j

yij = (wiyi + wjyj) /(wi + wj)

φij = (wiφi + wjφj) /(wi + wj)
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Cone algorithms 

φ̄C ≡
�

i∈C φi · pT,i�
i∈C pT,i

ȳC ≡
�

i∈C yi · pT,i�
i∈C pT,i

2. Define

1. A particle i at rapidity and azimuthal angle (yi, Φi) ⊂ cone C iff 
�

(yi − yC)2 + (φi − φC)2 ≤ Rcone

3. If weighted and geometrical averages coincide                                                          
a stable cone (⇒ jet) is found, otherwise set                           & iterate 

(yC ,φC) = (ȳC , φ̄C)
(yC ,φC) = (ȳC , φ̄C)

4. Stable cones can overlap. Run a split-merge on overlapping jets: merge 
jets if they share more than an energy fraction f, else split them and 
assign the shared particles to the cone whose axis they are closer to.
Remark: too small f (<0.5) creates hugh jets, not recommended 

Théorie des jets (p. 23)

Mainstream jet algorithms

Cone
Cone basics

Modern cone algs have two main steps:

! Find some/all stable cones
! cone pointing in same direction as the momentum of its contents

! Resolve cases of overlapping stable cones
By running a ‘split–merge’ procedure

[Blazey et al. ’00 (Run II jet physics)]
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Cone algorithms 

• The question is where does one start looking for stable cone ? 

• The direction of these trial cones are called seeds 

• Ideally, place seeds everywhere, so as not to miss any stable cone

• Practically, this is unfeasible. Speed of recombination grows fast with the 
number of seeds. So place only some seeds, e.g. at the (y, Φ)-location of 

particles. 

Seeds make cone algorithms infrared unsafe 
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Jets: infrared unsafety of cones

3 hard ⇒ 2 stable cones 3 hard + 1 soft  ⇒ 3 stable cones

 Soft emission changes the hard jets ⇒ algorithm is IR unsafe
➟(a)
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Figure 1: Stable cones found by the midpoint algorithm for a 3-particle event (left) and for
the same event with an additional infinitely soft gluon (right).

SISCone as a replacement for the midpoint algorithm. Let us consider the
3-particle event displayed in Fig. 1(a). When clustered with the midpoint algorithm, 2
stable cones are found, leading to two jets: one with particles 1 and 2 and a second one with
particle 3. If one adds to that hard event an infinitely soft gluon as shown in Fig. 1(b),
a third stable cone is found and the three hard particles are clustered in a single jet. This
change in the jet structure upon addition of soft particles, a phenomenon which happens
with infinite probability in perturbative QCD, gives rise to divergences in the perturbative
expansion and proves that the midpoint algorithm is infrared unsafe.

This problem arises from the fact that the seeded approach misses stable cones — here
the one containing particles 2 and 3 in Fig. 1(a). The workaround to restore IR safety
is thus to find a seedless method that provably identifies all the stable cones. This is
notoriously complex: a naive approach testing the stability of all subsets of particles [4] has
a complexity of order N2N for N particles which is much slower than the O(N3) complexity
of the midpoint algorithm, making this solution unusable for experimental purposes.
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Figure 2: Clustering time for SIS-
Cone compared to typical implemen-
tations of the midpoint algorithm
and the anti-kt algorithm [5].

The solution [6] is to use the geometrical obser-
vation that any enclosure in the y ! ! plane can be
moved without changing its contents until it touches
two points. Browsing all pairs of particles allows thus
to enumerate all possible cones and to check their sta-
bility at an overall cost of O(N3). Additional e!orts
can even bring the final complexity to O(N2 log(N))
i.e. faster than the midpoint algorithm. This is il-
lustrated on Fig. 2 where we observe that in practice
SISCone runs faster than the typical implementations
of the midpoint algorithm without a seed threshold
and at least as fast as when a 1 GeV seed threshold
is used.

This has been implemented [6, 7, 5] in a C++ code
named SISCone (Seedless Infrared Safe Cone) which
is the first cone algorithm to satisfy the SNOWMASS
requirements, that is to be at the same time IR and
collinear safe, and to be fast enough to be used in
experimental analysis.

DIS 2008

Seed!

Midpoint algorithm: take as seed position of emissions and midpoint 
between two emissions (postpones the infrared satefy problem)
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Seedless cones

Blazey ’00

The problem: 
clustering time growth as N2N. So for an event with 100 particles need 
1017 ys to cluster the event  ⇒ prohibitive beyond PT (N=4,5)

Solution: 
use a seedless algorithm, i.e. consider all possible combinations of 
particles as candidate cones, so find all stable cones [⇒ jets] 

Better solution: 
SISCone recasts the problem as a computational geometry problem, the 
identification of all distinct circular enclosures for points in 2D and finds a 
solution to that  ⇒ N2 ln N time IR safe algorithm  
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Figure 3: (a) Some initial circular enclosure; (b) moving the circle in a random direction
until some enclosed or external point touches the edge of the circle; (c) pivoting the circle
around the edge point until a second point touches the edge; (d) all circles defined by pairs
of edge points leading to the same circular enclosure.

4.2 The two-dimensional case

4.2.1 General approach

The solution to the full problem can be seen as a 2-dimensional generalisation of the
above procedure.6 The key idea is again that of trying to identify all distinct circular
enclosures, which we also call distinct cones (by ‘distinct’ we mean having a di!erent point
content), and testing the stability of each one. In the one-dimensional example there was a
single degree of freedom in specifying the position of the segment and all distinct segment
enclosures could be obtained by considering all segments with an extremity defined by a
point in the set. In 2 dimensions there are two degrees of freedom in specifying the position
of a circle, and as we shall see, the solution to finding all distinct circular enclosures will
be to examine all circles whose circumference lies on a pair of points from the set.

To see in detail how one reaches this conclusion, it is useful to examine fig. 3. Box (a)
shows a circle enclosing two points, the (red) crosses. Suppose, in analogy with fig. 2 that
one wishes to slide the circle until its point content changes. One might choose a direction
at random and after moving a certain distance, the circle’s edge will hit some point in the
plane, box (b), signalling that the point content is about to change. In the 1-dimensional
case a single point, together with a binary orientation (taking it to be the left or right-hand
point) were su"cient to characterise the segment enclosure. However in the 2-dimensional
case one may orient the circle in an infinite number of ways. We can therefore pivot the
circle around the boundary point. As one does this, at some point a second point will then
touch the boundary of the circle, box (c).

The importance of fig. 3 is that it illustrates that for each and every enclosure, one
can always move the corresponding circle (without changing the enclosure contents) into
a position where two points lie on its boundary.7 Conversely, if one considers each circle

6We illustrate the planar problem rather than the cylindrical one since for R < !/2 the latter is a
trivial generalisation of the former.

7There are two minor exceptions to this: (a) for any point separated from all others by more than 2R,
the circle containing it can never have more than that one point on its edge — any such point forms a

10

Salam, Soyez ’07
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IR safety test & time comparisons
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Fig. 1. Left: IR safety failure rate for a range of jet algorithms in artificial events
with between 2 and 10 hard particles (for details, see [4]). Right: speeds of various
algorithms as a function of the particle multiplicity N .

The design of an IRC safe cone algorithm starts with the observation
that you should find all stable cones [2]. Ref. [3] showed how, for a handful
of particles (in N2N time, i.e. 1017 years for N = 100). Recently, Ref. [4]
reduced that to a more manageable N2 ln N . The trick was to recast it
as a computational geometry problem, i.e. the identification of all distinct
circular enclosures for points in 2D, and to find a (previously unknown)
solution to that. Together with a few other minor fixes, this has led to the
first ever IRC safe jet algorithm, SISCone (cf. left plot of fig. 1).

Sequential recombination algorithms (SRAs), such as kt [5], take a
bottom-up approach to creating jets, successively merging the closest pair
of objects in an event until all are su!ciently well separated. They work
because of relations between the distance measures that are used and the
divergences of QCD. Their attractions include their conceptual simplicity,
as well as the hierarchical structure they ascribe to an event, and they were
ubiquitous at LEP and HERA.

There had been two major issues for SRAs in pp collisions: they used
to be slow (! N3 time to cluster N particles, i.e. 1 minute for N = 4000)
and the shape of the resulting jets was unknown and irregular, which com-
plicated pileup subtraction. Recently the speed issue was solved [6] by
observing a connection with computational geometry problems: e.g. the kt

algorithm factorises into a priority queue and the problem of constructing
a nearest-neighbour-graph in 2D and maintaining it under point changes
(solved in [7]). Asymptotically, run times are now N ln N , and in practice
! 20ms for N = 4000. That’s better even than a fast (but very IR unsafe)
iterative cone algorithm such as CDF’s JetClu (cf. right-plot of fig. 1).

The problem of the unknown shape of SRA jets has also been solved, by
the simple expedient of adding very many infinitely soft “ghost” particles [8].

IR safety test: take a random hard event, add very soft emissions, count 
the number of times the hard jets change due to soft emissions

run time



Physical impact of infrared unsafety

Conclusions

Midpoint and the iterative cone IR or Collinear unsafe (at O(!4
s))

Observable 1st miss cones at Last meaningful order

Inclusive jet cross section NNLO NLO

3 jet cross section NLO LO (NLO in NLOJet)

W/Z/H + 2 jet cross sect. NLO LO (NLO in MCFM)

jet masses in 3 jets LO none (LO in NLOJet)

! The IR-unsafety issue will matter at LHC

+ We do not want the theoretical efforts to be wasted

Grégory Soyez HERA-LHC 2008, CERN, Geneva, Switzerland, May 26-30 2008 SISCone and the anti-kt – p. 15/15

IR-unsafety is an 
issue at the LHC 

Observable 1st miss cones at Last meaningful order
Inclusive jet cross section NNLO NLO
W/Z/H + 1 jet cross section NNLO NLO
3 jet cross section NLO LO (NLO in NLOJet)
W/Z/H + 2 jet cross sect. NLO LO (NLO in MCFM)
jet masses in 3 jets LO none (LO in NLOJet)

Table 1: Perturbative level at which IR or collinear unsafety arises for various processes.

Physical impact and discussion. As we have seen, the seeded approach to stable
cone search su!ers from problems w.r.t. perturbative QCD expansion: the algorithms with
split–merge are IR unsafe, while the iterative cone (with progressive removal) is collinear
unsafe. We have introduced SISCone as a natural replacement of the cone algorithms with
split–merge like midpoint, and the anti-kt algorithm as a candidate to replace the iterative
cone. These new algorithms are both IR and collinear safe.

The question one might ask is to what extend these IR and collinear safety issue are
important in real measurements. Since the unsafety arises when one has 3 particles in a
common vicinity, it becomes important at the order !4

s or !EW!3
s of the perturbative series.
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Figure 5: Relative di!erence between
midpoint and SISCone for the mass
of the 2nd hardest jet in 3-jet events.
The 2nd and 3rd jets are imposed to
be distant by at most 2R.

Table 1 summarises for di!erent physical pro-
cesses, the order at which seeded algorithms stop to
be valid. The main message we can get from that ta-
ble is thus that, if we do not want theoretical e!orts
in precise QCD computations to be done in vain, the
resort of an IR and collinear safe algorithm like SIS-
Cone and the anti-kt is fundamental. To illustrate
the argument more quantitatively, Fig. 5 shows the
relative di!erence, expected to be present at the LO
of perturbative QCD, between SISCone and midpoint
for the mass of the 2nd hardest jet in 3-jet events.
Di!erences reaching up to 40% are observed, proving
that an IR and collinear safe algotithm is mandatory.
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If you don’t want 
theoretical efforts 
to be wasted!

Up to 40% difference 
in mass spectrumConclusions

Midpoint and the iterative cone IR or Collinear unsafe (at O(!4
s))

Observable 1st miss cones at Last meaningful order

Inclusive jet cross section NNLO NLO

3 jet cross section NLO LO (NLO in NLOJet)

W/Z/H + 2 jet cross sect. NLO LO (NLO in MCFM)

jet masses in 3 jets LO none (LO in NLOJet)

! The IR-unsafety issue will matter at LHC

+ We do not want the theoretical efforts to be wasted

JetClu

ATLAS Cone

MidPoint

Iterative Cone

SISCone

Anti-kt

! as fast
! IRC safe

! regular

! IRC safe

Both available from FastJet (http://www.lpthe.jussieu.fr/!salam/fastjet)
Grégory Soyez HERA-LHC 2008, CERN, Geneva, Switzerland, May 26-30 2008 SISCone and the anti-kt – p. 15/15
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Jet area

Given an infrared safe, fast jet-algorithm, can define the jet area A as 
follows: fill the event with an infinite number of infinitely soft emissions 
uniformly distributed in η-φ and make A proportional to the # of 
emissions clustered in the jet 

Jets @LH (G. Salam, LPTHE) (p. 12)

Status and plans Jet areas – visualised

NB: new
anti-kt⤷NB: cone, 

not circular! ⤷
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What jet areas are good for

39

1.cluster particle with an IR safe jet algorithm
2. from all jets (most are pile-up ones) in the event define the median

3. the median gives the typical pt/Aj for a given event 

4.use the median to subtract off dynamically the soft part of the  
soft events 

jet-area ≡ catching area of the jet when adding soft emissions

⇒ use the jet area to formulate a simple area based subtraction of
    pile-up events 

Pileup = generic p-p interaction (hard, soft, single-diffractive...) overlapping with hard scattering

ρ =
pt,j

Aj

psub
j = pj −Ajρ



Sample 2 TeV mass reconstruction
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Quality measures of jets

Suppose you are searching for a heavy state (H→gg, Z’→qq, ... )

The object is reconstructed through its decay products
 ⇒ Which jet algorithm (JA) is best ? Does the choice of R matter? 

• good algo ⇔	 small Qw(JA, R) 

• ratios of Qw(JA,R): mapped to ratios of 
effective luminosity (with same           )S/

√
B

Define: Qw(JA, R) ≡ width of the smallest mass window that 
contains a fraction f of the generated massive objects  

ρL =
Qf

z (JA2, R2)
Qf

z (JA1, R1)
L2 = ρLL1

f

f

f

Introduction Quality measures Filtering Results The PileUp case

Quality measures
1. Qw

f =z (R) → The width of the smallest (reconstructed) mass window that contains a fraction f = z of

the generated massive objects:

f =

„
# reconstructed massive objects in window of width w

Total # generated massive objects

«
.

2. Qf
w=x

√
M

(R) → The max. fraction of events f in window of width w = x
√

M:

Qf
w=x

√
M

(R) ≡
 

Max # reconstructed massive objects in window of width w = x
√

M

Total # generated massive objects

!−1

,

Juan Rojo LPTHE

Quantifying the performance of jet algorithms at the LHC41



Quality measures: sample results
Introduction Quality measures Filtering Results The PileUp case

The performance of jet algorithms - Narrow H → gg

Less favored choices for the MH = 2 TeV case:

1. Use SISCone, but R100 GeV
best = 0.6 instead of R2 TeV

best = 1.1 → ρL ∼ 0.55

2. Use R2 TeV
best , choose not SISCone, SubJet/Filtering but kT → ρL ∼ 0.6

In both cases → Lose almost half effective discriminating power Σeff !

Juan Rojo LPTHE

Quantifying the performance of jet algorithms at the LHC

‣At 100GeV: use a Tevatron standard algo (kt, R=0.7) instead of best 
choice (SISCone, R=0.6  ⇒ lose               in effective luminosity  

NB: Here “fake Higgs”  =  narrow resonance decaying to gluons

‣At 2 TeV: use MZ’=100GeV best choice (or kt) instead SIScone, R=1.1
 ⇒	 lose               in effective luminosity  

A good choice of jet-algorithm does matter!
Bad choice of algo ⇔	 lost in discrimination power!

ρL = 0.8

ρL = 0.6
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Z/W+ H (→bb) rescued ?

272 Chapter 10. Standard Model Higgs Bosons

The direct search in the LEP2 experiments via the process e
+
e
− → ZH yields a lower bound

of 114.4 GeV/c2 on the Higgs mass [61]. After LEP2 the search for the SM Higgs particle is
continued at the Tevatron for Higgs masses up to ∼ 130 GeV/c2 [381] and the LHC for Higgs
masses up to the theoretical upper limit [382, 383].

The Higgs decay modes can be divided into two different mass ranges. For MH � 135 GeV/c2

the Higgs boson mainly decays into bb̄ and τ+τ− pairs with branching ratios of about 85%
and 8% respectively (see Fig. 10.1, right plot). The decay modes into cc̄ and gluon pairs,
with the latter mediated by top and bottom quark loops, accumulate a branching ratio of
up to about 10%, but do not play a relevant role at the LHC. The QCD corrections to the
Higgs decays into quarks are known up to three-loop order [384–390] and the electroweak
corrections up to NLO [391–394]. The latter are also valid for leptonic decay modes. One
of the most important Higgs decays in this mass range at the LHC is the decay into photon
pairs, which is mediated by W , top and bottom quark loops. It reaches a branching fraction
of up to 2×10−3. The NLO QCD [395–401] and electroweak [402–404] corrections are known.
They are small in the Higgs mass range relevant for the LHC.

For Higgs masses above 135 GeV/c2 the main decay modes are those into WW and ZZ pairs,
where one of the vector bosons is off-shell below the corresponding kinematical threshold.
These decay modes dominate over the decay into tt̄ pairs, the branching ratio of which does
not exceed ∼ 20% as can be inferred from Fig. 10.1 (right plot). The electroweak corrections
to the WW,ZZ decays are of moderate size [391, 392, 405, 406]. The total decay width of
the Higgs boson, shown in Fig. 10.1 (left plot), does not exceed about 1 GeV/c2 below the
WW threshold. For very large Higgs masses the total decay width grows up to the order of
the Higgs mass itself so that the interpretation of the Higgs boson as a resonance becomes
questionable. This Higgs mass range coincides with the upper bound of the Higgs mass from
triviality.
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Figure 10.1: Left plot: total decay width (in GeV/c2) of the SM Higgs boson as a function of
its mass. Right plot: Branching ratios of the dominant decay modes of the SM Higgs particle.
All relevant higher-order corrections are taken into account

The dominant Higgs production mechanism at the LHC will be the gluon-fusion process

Jets, G. Salam, LPTHE (p. 2)

Intro

Low-mass Higgs search @ LHC:
complex because dominant decay
channel, H ! bb, often swamped by
backgrounds.

Various production processes

! gg ! H (! !!) feasible

! WW ! H ! . . . feasible

! gg ! tt̄H v. hard

! qq̄ ! WH,ZH
small; but gives access to

WH and ZH couplings

Currently considered impossible

⇒	 Light Higgs hard: Higgs mainly produced in association with Z/W,
     decay H→bb is dominant, but overwhelmed by QCD backgrounds
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Z/W+ H (→bb) rescued ?

Recall why searching for pp →WH(bb) is hard: 

⇒ signal extraction very difficult 

! !

!!"#"$%"&"%"#"''

! ()*+,,"-./"0)+1*.234"561"77"#"$%8''9""20"".+1:

! ;877"#"$%8''99"<"5)-"7'"="";877"#"$">>9"""<"5)-"?"@ABC"7'"

! ;877"#"$''9"""<"5)-""7'"""""";877"#"DD9"<"EAA""7'="";877"#"'D9"<"CAA""7'

! F243+,")?D1+*D263"20"*,)+1,/"G)1/":2552*H,DI"J.)"KH)0D263"20"*+3"63)":6"
0243252*+3D,/"')DD)1I"J.)"124.D"7+3),"0.6-0"D.+D"2D"20"76002',)

LJMLF"JN(

OHDD)1-61D.="N+G2:063="(H'23="F+,+P

Conclusion [ATLAS TDR]: 
The extraction of a signal from H → bb 
decays in the WH channel will be very 
difficult at the LHC even under the most 
optimistic assumptions [...]

σ(pp→WH(bb)) ∼ few pb

σ(pp→Wjj) ∼ few 104pb

σ(pp→Wbb) ∼ few pb

σ(pp→ tt) ∼ 800pb σ(pp→ bb) ∼ 400pb
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Z/W+ H (→bb) rescued ?

But ingenious suggestions open up to window of opportunity

Central idea: require high-pT W and Higgs boson in the event

- leads to back-to-back events where two b-quarks are contained 
within the same jet

- high pT reduces the signal but reduces the background much more
- improve acceptance and kinematic resolution 
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Z/W+ H (→bb) rescued ?

Then use a jet-algorithm geared to exploit the specific pattern of H → 
bb vs g → gg, q → gg  

- QCD partons prefer soft emissions (hard → hard + soft)
- Higgs decay prefers symmetric splitting
- try to beat down contamination from underlying event
- try to capture most of the perturbative QCD radiation Jets, G. Salam, LPTHE (p. 8)

The method #3: jet filtering

Rfilt

filter

Rbb

Rbb

mass drop

b

g

b

R

UE

At moderate pt , Rbb is quite large; UE & pileup degrade mass resolution
!M ! R4!UE

pt

M [Dasgupta, Magnea & GPS ’07]

Filter the jet

! Reconsider region of interest at smaller Rfilt = min(0.3,Rbb̄/2)

! Take 3 hardest subjets b, b̄ and leading order gluon radiation

1.  cluster the event 
with e.g. CA algo 
and large-ish R

2.  undo last recomb: 
large mass drop + 
symmetric + b tags

3.filter away the UE: 
take only the 3 
hardest sub-jets
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Z/W+ H (→bb) rescued ?

Jets, G. Salam, LPTHE (p. 11)

Results combine HZ and HW, pt > 200 GeV

3 channels combined Common cuts

! ptV , ptH > 200 GeV

! |!H | < 2.5

! [pt,! > 30 GeV, |!!| < 2.5]

! No extra ", b’s with |!| < 2.5

! Real/fake b-tag rates: 0.7/0.01

! S/
!

B from 16 GeV window

3 channels combined
Note excellent VZ , Z " bb̄

peak for calibration

NB: qq̄ is mostly tt̄

At 5.9# for 30 fb!1 this looks like a possible new channel for light
Higgs discovery. Deserves serious exp. study!

5.9σ at 30 fb-1: VH with H → bb recovered as one of the best 
discovery channels for light Higgs

‣ with common & channel 
specific cuts: 
ptV, ptH > 200GeV ,  ...

‣ NB: very neat peak for 
WZ (Z →bb)
Important for calibration 

‣ real/fake b-tag rate: 0.7/0.01

Butterworth, Davison, Rubin, Salam ’08

Mass of the three hardest sub-jets:
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Recap on jets

Two major jet classes: sequential (kt, CA, ...) and cones (UA1, midpoint, ...)

Jet algo is fully specified by: clustering + recombination + split merge or 
removal procedure + all parameters

Standard cones based on seeds are IR unsafe

SISCone is new IR safe cone algorithm (no seeds) and anti-kt a new 
sequential algorithm

Using IRunsafe algos you can not use perturbative QCD calculations 

With IRsafe algo: sophisticated studies e.g. jet-area for pile-up subtraction

Not all algos fare the same for BSM/Higgs searches: quality measures

Recent applications of jet substructure (Higgs example)
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